
USS Delphyne 9905.10

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><>><><><<><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSON<><><><><><><><><><><

EOPax says:
:::::enters main engineering:::::

XO_KRel says:
:: on the bridge reading a recent communication ::

OPS_Lynam says:
::On bridge, at OPS::

Host CO_Grant says:
::In the Ready ROOm::

EOPax says:
:::walks over to a workstaion , sitting down::::

CEOLefler says:
::Enters Bridge:: comp: Transfer Engineering to this station!

FCO_Wall says:
::exits Holodeck 2, heads to Brdge::

XO_KRel says:
*CO*:  I've just received a communication from the G'ko - There are two Klingon BOP's operating under cloak in our patrol sector.

CTO_Psion says:
::At tactical::

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: Very good, Send co-ordinates to resume patrol to FCO

CSOPoulos says:
::exits the TL and steps onto the Bridge:::

EOPax says:
*CEO* Sir, engineering looks good

FCO_Wall says:
<FCOHunter> ::is at bridge FC::

XO_KRel says:
FCO:  Continue on patrol.

CEOLefler says:
*EOPAX* Thank you Pax. Make sure the Grey Mode modifications are ready to go.

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Have you prepared the plans that the CO has requested?

FCO_Wall says:
<FCOHunter>: yes sir ::engages full impulse::

EOPax says:
::::brings up Starfleet records concerning Omega molecules:::::

EOPax says:
*CEO*Aye sir

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: Enroute to patrol area, use regular warp drive, Warp 5

FCO_Wall says:
::thinks i better mention the offer to the CO::

XO_KRel says:
FCO Hunter:  You heard the CO.

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  All escape pods at nominal power status and all necessary emergency rations have been stocked.

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO* : You may get us moving now

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Good.

EOPax says:
Computer, list any mission logs concerning the Omega Molecule...

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Emergency ejections systems check nominal as well.

CSOPoulos says:
::fiddles with padd in hand.... looks around for the captain::

XO_KRel says:
FCO:  Engage.

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: Way to think positive.  ::Gives thumbs up::

FCO_Wall says:
<FCO>: we are sir


CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  If you would be inclined to.  I would request you double check my preparations for emergency evacutation.

XO_KRel says:
CEO:  How is our stealth profile?

CSOPoulos says:
::walks to the RR door and pushes the big button::

CEOLefler says:
XO: Operating at nominal sir

Host CO_Grant says:
::Hears a buzz from door::

OPS_Lynam says:
Self: Teach me to open my big mouth.  ::Begins check of evac preparations::

EOPax says:
<Computer>Access to that data is restricted

Host CO_Grant says:
door: Come in

CTO_Psion says:
::Monitors scans from the long range sensors::

CSOPoulos says:
::the door opens... steps in::

FCO_Wall says:
<FCOHunter>: XO: we are at full impulse toward our patrol route

XO_KRel says:
FCO:  Good.  What is our ETA.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir whenever you get a chance may I speak with you down here?

CSOPoulos says:
Co: sir, Lt Kostantino Poulos reporting for duyt....

CEOLefler says:
*EO* I'l be down in a second

FCO_Wall says:
<FCOHunt>: XO: eta 9.1 minutes

CEOLefler says:
XO: Permision to leave the bridge to go to ME?

EOPax says:
::::looks at the "Access denied screen::: self:Stupid computer lockouts

XO_KRel says:
:: logs the ETA on his PADD and current position :: CEO:  Granted.

CEOLefler says:
::Nods. Walks into Turbolift::

Host CO_Grant says:
Poulos: It is good to meet you, Welcome aboard

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: long range sensors pick up somehting

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: I have completed the check of the escape pods, with your concurrence I reccomend adding several of our modified comm badges to the stores.

FCO_Wall says:
::walks toward TL, thinks how can I improve manuevers:

XO_KRel says:
:: hears a beep from the CTO's station ::

Host CO_Grant says:
Poulos: I have read your file. There is much good here. I expect great things from you

CEOLefler says:
::Enters Main Engineering::

CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  An acceptable addition...I agree.

CSOPoulos says:
CO: Thank you sir.

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Long range sensors are picking something up.

EOPax says:
:::looks over at the CEO and  nods::::

XO_KRel says:
FCO:  Engage intercept course.

CEOLefler says:
PAX: You wanted to see me Mr. Pax?

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Find out what it is.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Thinks "Maybe I better hurry"::

EOPax says:
:::motions over to the workstation:::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Attempting further scans to identify.

CEOLefler says:
::walks over to see what Pax is lookign at::

XO_KRel says:
*CO*:  Sir, not meaning to disturb you but long range sensors are detecting an unknown contact.

FCO_Wall says:
<FCOHunt> XO: yes, changing course to intercept

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for energy signatures::

EOPax says:
:::lowers his voice:::Sir, ive heard rumors, ive been around long enough, about a substance called Omega

Host CO_Grant says:
*XO*: So you say, I will come to the bridge shortly

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends orders to engineering to add the badges to the pods, asap::

XO_KRel says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
Poulos: Well it is back to work , Lets go to the bridge now

XO_KRel says:
*CEO*:  Are we prepared to go to yellow alert with stealth yet?

FCO_Wall says:
*CO* Wall, here you have a moment, I have something to tell you?

Host CO_Grant says:
::gets up from desk  heads to bridge, with Poulos in tow::

CSOPoulos says:
::nods::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for spacial anomalies::

EOPax says:
CEO:And when I checked on said rumor, the computer denied me access

FCO_Wall says:
::TL heads to bridge::

CEOLefler says:
*XO* Stealth mode is ready. I still recommend not running on battle rediness during Grey mode as it could potentially compromis our stealth profile. But we are ready

Host CO_Grant says:
*WALL*: Very good, as soon as we get a free moment right now I need you on the Bridge

CSOPoulos says:
::looks at the bridge and heads to SCI station::

XO_KRel says:
*CEO*:  Understood.

CEOLefler says:
PAX: I see. Well I have never heard anything about it

EOPax says:
:::looks at the CEO funny::::

FCO_Wall says:
*CO* aye, I on my way to the bridge now

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Could you assist me in my attempts to identify the sensor reading?



CEOLefler has returned.

Host CO_Grant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<resume>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EOPax says:
CEO:Hmm, never mind then sir

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Range to contact?

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Sits in chair::

CEOLefler says:
::Doesn't appreciate Pax's condesending tome::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Report

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  One parsec sir.

EOPax says:
CEO:Sorry if that seemed rude sir

Bashir_Q has joined the conversation.

XO_KRel says:
CO:  We are closing on the contact.  It is still unidentifiable.  I suggest yellow alert, but it may compromise our stealth profile.

FCO_Wall says:
::TL stops. doors open enter bridge::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: I gave orders to not engage stealth mode until we are at the beginning of patrol area

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for temporal anomalies::

CEOLefler says:
Pax: Don't worry about it. All I can say is that I am all for curiosity and breaking the occasion code. But I can't officially condone anything. So "Stop all further attempts to access those files!" and I'll be turning around now

CSOPoulos says:
::hits bottons on pannel... looks at the little blip::

XO_KRel says:
CO:  We are in the patrol area sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Any Identification of this ship , is this an  enemy ship?

FCO_Wall says:
::motions to FCOHunter to relieve her, takes her place at FC::

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Do we have anything yet?

EOPax says:
CEO:Aye sir:::smiles a little:::

CEOLefler says:
::Nods and walks away::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: If we are in stealth mode, disengage it

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Sir.  We are scanning a spacial anomaly.  I will attempt to identify it's nature.  I will add that a cloaked ship is not an eliminated possibility.

XO_KRel says:
CO:  Sir, the anomaly does match the patrol route I received from the BOP's.

CEOLefler says:
::Heads back to bridge::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: no Stealth mode not active

EOPax says:
Computer, cross refeance anything  concerning Omega, anything not classified

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Please implement anti-proton scans.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Might upset them if we let them know we detected them.

CSOPoulos says:
::nods::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Not detecting any weapons or energy signatures.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: If this is the klingons I see no reason to comprimise their cloaked presence. That might draw the attention of the Breen

EOPax says:
<Computer>Access to data concerning the Omega Molecule is restricted to captain's eyes only

CSOPoulos says:
Out loud: initiating anti-proton scans......now....

XO_KRel says:
CO:  I agree sir.  SHould we continue on our patrol route?

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Very good that you checked our flight status

XO_KRel says:
:: can't believe that the Del could detect the BOP's at that long a range. ::

FCO_Wall says:
::I'll have to talk with FCOHunter::

XO_KRel says:
CSO:  Belay that order.

CEOLefler says:
::Walks onto bridge::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: sensors malfunction

CTO_Psion says:
FCO:  Does the sensor blip have a defineable course setting.

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Yes start the patrol

EOPax says:
:::closes out the Omega file search..for now...::::

XO_KRel says:
FCO:  Begin our patrol.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: On the other hand sir, if we can see them, the Breen might also. It might save their ship to let them know.

CSOPoulos says:
::notices the sensor blackout::  XO: Sir the sensors have ... malfunctioned..........::a little confused::

EOPax says:
:::reads a small sensor glitch on an engineering panel::::

FCO_Wall says:
CTO: yes along this patrol sector

CEOLefler says:
::Checks power relays and hard connections::

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye

XO_KRel says:
CSO:  WE can't have a malfunction now.  Can the problem be fixed?

Bashir_Q says:
what si this ships name

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Sir.  This could be a security breach.

CSOPoulos says:
::trys to reastablish::  XO: Trying to resablish...no luck...

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: Run a diagnostic on the sensor arrays

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  We cannot ignore the possibility that this is not a Klingon ship.  I recommend further attempts to identifying the item.

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir, engineering panel detects a sensor glitch, confirm please

CSOPoulos says:
CO: Already on it...::watches status::

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Stand fast.  We can't do anything without the sensors anyway.

CEOLefler says:
*EOPAX* Confirmed Pax. THe Sensors are down. No explanation as of yet. Run a level 2 scann on all power and information transfers.

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Aye sir

FCO_Wall says:
CO/XO: lets hope its a jemhadar fightet and not a breen ship

XO_KRel says:
CO:  I suggest we engage stealth sir, since our sensors are not functioning.

EOPax says:
:::runs a level 2 scan on the sensors and any systems that could run havic with them::::

XO_KRel says:
:: would actually love the opportunity to fight the Breen... on even ground that is. ::

CEOLefler says:
::Runs fingers quickly over panel trying to trace source of problem::

FCO_Wall says:
::makes adjustments to FC::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Can we repair the sensors while in stealth mode?

XO_KRel says:
CO:  The two should not interfere with each other.  When the sensors come back online, it would just hamper our profile.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir, the diagnostic doens't show anything yet

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: sensors come back up

CSOPoulos says:
CO: ::sees the screen come back::  their online again

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: very well, Let us run under stealth mode for a while , keep speed under warp 5

CEOLefler says:
CO: Whatever that was I have no idea how it occured.....yet

XO_KRel says:
:: wonders what is going on ... sensors down... then back up ::

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: Finish up the diagnostic anyway and report your results

CSOPoulos says:
::looks across to lefler::

EOPax says:
:::tries to locate the sensor problem from his workstaion::::

CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  Could the sensor malfunction be attributable to any power surges or hardware problems onboard?

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: JOin me in the Ready Room

EOPax says:
*CEO* I can find no reason why the sensors cut off, everything seems to be working fine

XO_KRel says:
:: quietly to the CO...:: CO:  Do you still want to run under stealth mode sir, with the sensors back online?

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: YOu have the bridge, continue the patrol , get an update on our system problems ie transporters and sensors

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: Could be a lot of things.  I'll run a log of our power system output curve and see if there was a spike.  The hardware, well that's another story.

Host CO_Grant says:
:: gets up from chair and goes to RR::

XO_KRel says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CEOLefler says:
*PAX* I want level 1 scans off all sensor related systems. Get Team Alpha to physically check the Sensor Control Board and have Beta run scans on the various relay stations. I'll be on the bridge going over the record. Report anything not within exact specs

FCO_Wall says:
::walks toward RR behind the CO::

EOPax says:
*CEO*Aye aye sir

CSOPoulos says:
::skilfuly taps the console...  finishing diagnostic::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: sits in chair::

FCO_Wall says:
::enters RR::

XO_KRel says:
CSO/CEO:  We need to be at 100% as of 10 minutes ago.

CEOLefler says:
*PAX* And concentrate on related sensor/transporter systems and power relays. Last week glitch could be related

EOPax says:
:::begins a level 1 diagnostic, the assigns Alpha team to check the sensor hardware physically::::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Runs power output curve::

CSOPoulos says:
XO: We're working on it sir

EOPax says:
*CEO*Already on it sir

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: I got a mesage from Starfleet command stating that Arcadia station and several other ships were looking for senior officers

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: YOur name was listed among the officers being reviewed

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Did we detect anything coming from the detected phenomenon that would lead to an external cause for the failure of our sensor.

CSOPoulos says:
::sends data over to Eng station for Lefler::  CEO: I'm transferring diagnostic data to your console.....

FCO_Wall says:
CO: uh yes thats what I wanted to see you about

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Plot the course if there is any movement from the anomaly.  Coordinate with the CSO.  If it moves toward us, I want to know about it.

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Please go on

CSOPoulos says:
CTO: ::hits a few bottons and motions for him to come near...::

EOPax says:
Computer, report any sensor anomolies, i'll be in the main sensor grid hardware area

FCO_Wall says:
CO: well I am not sure at this point

EOPax says:
:::exits main engineering::::

CEOLefler says:
::Is not happy with this. Two unexplained glitches in 2 weeks. Both potentially fatal at the wrong time::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.  ::keeps the anomaly under constant survailance::

EOPax says:
:::makes his way to the hardware control room:::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the anomoly disapears

CEOLefler says:
::Approaches CSO:: CSO: Thank you

CTO_Psion says:
::Acknowledges CSO's request.  Moves over to CSO::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: its a great offer I am pleased that I was asked

XO_KRel says:
:: looks over Hunter's shoulder at the view screen ::

CSOPoulos says:
CTO: the anomily ::points...::  where did it go?

Host CO_Grant says:
MR.Wall: If one of those ships or stations contact you I want you to know that I will support your decision. Your career is ultimately in your hands.

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Unknown.  ::Looks very perplexed::

EOPax says:
<alphateam>*EO*Sir, while running a diagnostic, we observed a small circuite that appears to be fried

XO_KRel says:
:: hears the activity :: CSO:  Is there a problem?

CSOPoulos says:
XO:  The anomily has vanished from longrange sensors

OPS_Lynam says:
CTO: According to the power curve there was a .005% surge in sensor power.  Shouldn't be anywhere near enough to knock them off-line.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: I will need time, I will you know, so much is happening right now

EOPax says:
*alphateam*Any ideas on how it was burnt out?

EOPax says:
<alphateam>*EO*Not at this time sir

XO_KRel says:
:: thinks to himself, we're not under stealth mode so this shouldn't matter :: CTO:  Yellow alert.

EOPax says:
self:dang

CSOPoulos says:
OPS: I know... this is too strange

CTO_Psion says:
OPS:  Thank you Lt.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir I have something to report on the sensors

CTO_Psion says:
*All*  Yellow alert!

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves to tactical::

EOPax says:
:::hears the yellow alert:::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Shall I raise shields?

FCO_Wall says:
CO: whats your opion on the Federation, is this it?

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: I will not harbor hard feelings if you go. Instead I will take as a compliment that you have received excellent training while on the Delphyne

OPS_Lynam says:
::Switches power to yellow alert mode::

CEOLefler says:
*PAX* Go ahead Mr. Pax

CSOPoulos says:
::swiches SCI to yellow alert status.....::

XO_KRel says:
:: looks at panel to see departments reporting yellow alert manned ::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: All stations at yellow alert sir

EOPax says:
*CEO*Alpha team discoverd a circuite within the sensor hardware that seemes to have been burnt out, the cause is unknown at this time

XO_KRel says:
CTO:  Be sure shields are set and that weapons are on hot standby.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: I know sir thats not what riding on my decision

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: The Federation is not out of it yet. Back to the earlier subject, I believe that there is still opportunity to advance your career growth while on the Delphyne.

XO_KRel says:
OPS:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Watches sensor power on seperate monitor::

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye.  ::Raises shields and readies phasers and torpedoes:

CEOLefler says:
*EO* Keep on it. And make sure engineerig is yellow alert ready. I don't want this distracting from our allert readiness

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: ANd I appreciate all that you do here on this ship.

EOPax says:
*CEO*Aye sir, Pax out

FCO_Wall says:
CO: thanks you sir I will consider all that you have said

CTO_Psion says:
XO/CO:  Shields up and at 100% all offensive weaponry at the ready.

EOPax says:
:::rusn to main engineering::::

EOPax says:
:::readies ME for battle:::

XO_KRel says:
CSO:  Come up with a localized anti-proton scan.  If those are cloaked BOPs they won't be approaching us.  If it is something else, I want to see them coming.

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: Besides with a new Klingon XO , who is going to show him the ropes but our fine 2nd officer, Lt.Commander Wall

EOPax says:
*CEO*Engineering is now at battle readiness sir

FCO_Wall says:
CO: ::laughs:: your right

CEOLefler says:
*PAX* Good. Thank you Mr. Pax. You better remain there incase we run into trouble

CTO_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.

CSOPoulos says:
XO: aye

EOPax says:
:::prepares emergency core ejection sequence as well as antimatter pod ejection::::

EOPax says:
*CEO*yes sir

CSOPoulos says:
::initiates anti-proton scan.....:::

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: Lets go back to bridge and continue our patrol, I am sure you have a few new piloting surprises in case we encounter any thing really bad for us

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sees a jump in sensor power::

CSOPoulos says:
::sees the power spike::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Types furiously::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: well not quite yet sir still working on the maneaver was to sims in the Holodeck before I came to the bridge

EOPax says:
:::registers another power spike:::;

EOPax says:
self:oh great

CSOPoulos says:
::frantically searches for the cause... notices OPS doing the same::

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: I'm on it....

EOPax says:
:::runs another diagnostic:::

XO_KRel says:
:: wants to ask what is going on but holds tongue for a moment ::

Host CO_Grant says:
::returns to the bridge, wall in tow::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: report

OPS_Lynam says:
ALL:Gotcha!

CEOLefler says:
::scans for external anomalies.

CSOPoulos says:
OPs: what is it...  ::rusn to ops::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Excuse me?

FCO_Wall says:
::takes FCO place at FC once again::

XO_KRel says:
CO:  We are at yellow alert.  We've lost the anomaly, and we are working on the sensor issues.

CEOLefler says:
OPS: What have you got Lynam?

CTO_Psion says:
*CEO*  Status of the warp core.  Would there be anything ailing the core that we could attribute to the power spikes?

Host CO_Grant says:
::arches eyebrow at the outburst from OPS::

FCO_Wall says:
::looks at OPS?::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Oh, sorry sir, I believe we have our mysterious sensor problem located.

CEOLefler says:
CSO: Warp core reads nominal. Power is steady.

CSOPoulos says:
::looking down at the ops console ::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: very good, HOw about the transporters?

XO_KRel says:
CO:  Functioning normally sir.

EOPax says:
:::carefully monitors the warp core power readings::::

FCO_Wall says:
::checks flight status, makes adjustments::

Host CO_Grant says:
::LOOKS at OPS:: , Mr.Lynham : What did you find out?

CEOLefler says:
::Is interested to know why hi systems are on the fritz::

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans for any weapons locks on the Delphyne::

XO_KRel says:
:: looks at OPS ::

Host CO_Grant says:
::eyebrows would arch higher if they could::

OPS_Lynam says:
Bridge: During the anti-proton scan I detected a spike.  It appears to be a power conduit shorting to ground, in this case the access panel covering it.

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: see if you can verify Mr.Lynham's theory and affect repair

FCO_Wall says:
OPS: but where from?

XO_KRel says:
:: now understands the simplicity in Klingon ship design ::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Aye sir

CEOLefler says:
*PAX* Pax. Meet me at Jeffries tube...::checks OPS console::18, junction 2. Bring a tool kit

EOPax says:
*CEO*on my way

CTO_Psion says:
::Raises an eyebrow::

Host CO_Grant says:
CSO: Now that your sensors are working again , Determine the status of all experiments in progress in the labs, pay particular attention to a gasious anomaly experiment left running by Mr.Ryan your predecessor

CEOLefler says:
::Walks out of bridge::

EOPax says:
:::picks up a tool kit, then heads for Jefferies tube access::::

XO_KRel says:
:: crinkles his brow... gaseous anomalies? ::

CTO_Psion says:
::Wonders what would have caused the short circuit::

EOPax says:
::begins whisteling "i'm looking over my dead dog rover, that ive overlooked before"::::

CSOPoulos says:
CO: aye sir.... ::gasious anomily????????:::

EOPax says:
::::arrives in section 18, now crawling to section 2::::

Host CO_Grant says:
XO: Good work on kicking the Engineers into checking these systems including transporters

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: a strange smell begins to permeate the engineering deck

XO_KRel says:
CO:  Yes sir.

CEOLefler says:
::Crawls through JT18::

CEOLefler says:
::Sees Pax""

CSOPoulos says:
::heads back to SCI and monitors all experiments in the labs::

EOPax says:
:::nodes at the CEO:::

FCO_Wall says:
::works on PADD with manuevers for the breen, now what can I do to improve simulation in the Holodeck didnt go so well::

CEOLefler says:
Pax: Lets check out this panel. Careful. It could be active. Use the safety gloves

EOPax says:
:::puts on his safety gloves::: CEO:Lets see what we have

FCO_Wall says:
::looks down at FC panel then to PADD in his hand::

EOPax says:
:::begins to remove the panel::::

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><end mission><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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